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Home renovations can be a stressful experience, even more so when the room being remodeled is one of the most 
used in the house. However, with a bit of planning and preparation, you can streamline the process and put your  
worries to rest. 

1
   Choose your colors wisely. Classic colors and  
neutrals make a space look larger and are best if you 
plan to sell your home in the near future. If you prefer 
a bold look, select bright- colored fixtures. The faucet, 
light fixtures, rugs, towels and artwork all provide  
opportunities for vivid bursts of color.

2
  
 Keep lighting in mind. Since the bathroom is  
where you get ready for the day, proper lighting  
will ensure you look your best. If your bathroom is  
windowless, keep your walls a light color to make  
the most of artificial light.

3
 
  Maintain the same footprint. Moving the water  
or waste lines will increase the cost of your project.  
Save money by only replacing the fixtures and keeping 
their placement the same. 

4
 
  Do some of the work yourself. Often, you can 
replace or repair fixtures yourself, as long as you  
don’t replace the plumbing. Fixtures like a cracked  
tub have simple DIY repair methods. However, if time  
is an issue or you’re not confident in your abilities, hire  
a professional.

5
   
Save money on cabinetry. Instead of expensive 
custom cabinets, buy stock or semi-custom cabinets, 
vanities and vanity tops, or use refinished side cabinets 
or a bedside table for storage.

6
   
Keep your space functional. A pedestal or  
wall-mounted corner sink can open up space for  
extra storage or luxury fixtures.

7
   
Go faux. Use tile that looks like natural stone—it’s 
cheaper and lower maintenance than real stone. 
Chances are,most people won’t know the difference.

Need help with your renovation?  
Contact me for a referral to a pro  
in my network!
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